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Primary Goal
Our Habitable Astrosphere and The 

Unexplored Interstellar Medium

Extragalactic Background Light

Interstellar Dust

Astrophysics Opportunity
Understanding Galactic Formation and 

Evolution

Planetary Science Opportunity
Evolution of Planetary Systems

Dust DiskKBOs Dwarf Planets

Readiness: 2030

Operation: 1000 AU

Power: 600 W

Lifetime: 50 years

Pragmatic Trade Space

Interstellar Probe
Humanity’s Exploration of Interstellar Space Begins
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Interstellar Dust (ISD)
Galactic Messengers

• Interstellar Dust originate from stars 
throughout the galaxy

• ISD therefore hold clues to the chemical 
evolution of the galaxy

• ISDs are deflected by the Heliospheric
boundary (grains are charged)

• We don’t know if the Solar System dust is 
different from that of ISDs and important for 
also understanding solar system formation

• ISDs is therefore agnostic of science 
disciplines and span across all of the 
science goals
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and beyond
Messengers from galactic space
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In situ measurements of interplanetary dust

Dust accelerators: V > 80 km s-1
Light Gas Guns: V < 8 km s-1

© R. Srama/E. Grün

© V. Sterken

Interplanetary dust

Active moons 
Stream particles

Planetary rings

Comets

Dust clouds around 
atmosphereless bodies

Impact hazard ! 
• V2 rockets
• WWII radars → Meteors
• In situ detectors
• Sample return missions

Scientific interest ! 

© ESO/Y. Beletsky

Credit:  NASA/ESA

Credits:  ESA/MPS

F. Spahn et al, 2006, PSS, 54
Credit: NASA

50 years of heritage
of in situ dust instruments

Credit:  NASA
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However, also interstellar dust is in between the planets… 

© Redfield 2012, Science, 336

G-cloud

Vrel = ~ 26 km/s The Heliosphere
classical view

ISD

Credits: NASA/JPL-Caltech 

Linsky et al., 2019
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However, also interstellar dust is in between the planets
And we measured it… 

• Planned launch date: May 1986
• Launch: October 1990
• ISD discovery: 1993
• 16 years of data: 1 particle every 

1-2 weeks on a 0.1m2 surface

© Grün, et al. 1993, 
Nature

Ulysses orbit

Ulysses

Credits: ESA/NASA

©  ESA

Cassini Cosmic Dust Analyser
Altobelli et al 2016
• Composition
• 36 ISD particles
• < 0.3 µm ! 
• Near Saturn

Selection effects: sensitivity (~ Velocity), saturation, contamination, FOV, s/c attitude  

Stardust Cometary and 
Interstellar Sample Return
Westphal et al 2014
• 3 Particles in aerogel 

(µm-sized)
• 4 in foils (residues)
• < 2 AU

Credits: MPIK – Univ. Stuttgart

11 January 2021

Credits: NASA
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Also the heliosphere "filters" out dust particles

β = FSRP / Fg

In the solar system: 
• We miss out part of the particles due to Solar Radiation 

Pressure force → need to get out there… 
• Near Jupiter: βmax = 3, near Saturn: βmax = 5

• Not so relevant for ISP, but important when we discuss 
measurements from Stardust, Cassini, etc.

Solar Gravitational + Solar Radiation Pressure Force

Particles get charged. High Q/m for: 
• Small particles (nanodust) 
• Particles with large surface areas ("fluffy aggregates") 

• → Use in our advantage!  Study dynamics of dust to reveal particle properties 

Lorentz force

Sterken et al., 
20114: MAPS 49:9

Sterken, et al, 2012, A&A, 538, A102

Sterken, et al, 2014, MAPS, 49, Nr. 9
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Interstellar dust dynamics: Lorentz force
Coupling of charged dust to magnetic fields ! 

• No nano-dust enters the heliosphere 
• Pile-up at boundary? 
• Small dust more abundant than large dust 

Nanodust up to ~ 10 / 50 nm 

Slavin et al. 2012 (ApJ, 760:46)

Dust between ~ 0.1 and ~ 0.6 µm
• 22-year solar cycle dependence
• Focusing phase + Defocusing phase 

Landgraf, Grün, etc. 

Sterken, 2012
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Interstellar dust dynamics: Lorentz force
Mid-sized dust: focusing, defocusing

Notice higher latitudes ! 
< 100 nm: it's complicated…

A&A 538, A102 (2012)

Fig. 36. Variation in relative densities in the solar system, due to the
Lorentz force (! = 1, Q/m = 1.5 C/kg). Observing times are from left
to right and top to bottom: 2008, 2010, 2012, 2014, 2016, 2018. The
solar minimum of the focusing cycle is in mid-2007. The maximum
e!ect of this on the density is about 3 years later. Solar maximum is in
2013, and the solar minimum of the next defocusing cycle is in mid-
2018.
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Fig. 37. ! = 1.0, Q/m = 3 C/kg. Start year 2000, at !50 AU of the
Sun. The particles are strongly focused, even upstream from the Sun.
Particles with a low impact factor are reflected, while particles with an
impact factor greater than about 20 AU are seen to pass downstream
from the Sun.

with ! " 1.1 can be expected there. In 2006, it passes the cone
for ! = 1.7. In 2010, Saturn and Cassini move towards the up-
stream direction of the ISD. Because of the enhanced relative
speed (about 36 km s!1), fluxes will be higher. Apart from the
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Fig. 38. ! = 1.0, Q/m = 12 C/kg. Start year 2000, at !50 AU of the
Sun. The particles are reflected upstream of the Sun and accelerated to
high speeds. Particles with a low impact factor get far into the inner
solar system (hypothetically assumed they are not already filtered at the
heliosphere) and are reflected upstream of the Sun.
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Fig. 39. ! = 1.0, Q/m = 12 C/kg. Start year 1990, at !50 AU from the
Sun. The particles are strongly deflected away from the solar equatorial
plane, and are accelerated to high speeds on their way out of the solar
system.

speed, also the relative density of the dust is high in 2010, since
the solar minimum of the focusing cycle was in mid-2007. The
year 2010 was thus a very favorable year for ISD observations
for two reasons, and Cassini got prime observation time starting
in 2010, where the Cassini cosmic dust analyzer (CDA; Srama
et al. 2004a) was pointed towards the interstellar upstream direc-
tion.

In Fig. 50 we show the predicted relative flux of ISD with
respect to infinity at Saturn and for three particle sizes close to
the adapted astronomical silicate !-curve (see Table 4: 0.3 µm,
0.2 µm and 0.06 µm). For the 0.3 µm-particles, no !-cone is
present downstream from the Sun since ! = 1, but a decrease
in flux is visible in 2000 due to the interaction with the IMF.
The solar minimum of the defocusing cycle is in mid-1996. In
contrast, the focusing cycle causes an enhancement in ISD par-
ticles around 2010. For 0.2 µm particles, there is a strong de-
pletion between 1998 and 2005. This is due to a combination
of the Lorentz forces and the passage of Saturn through the
!-cone of ! = 1.5. There are no ISD particles of this size ex-
pected at Saturn during this time (assuming they are astronom-
ical silicates). The e!ect of the Lorentz force (focusing cycle)

A102, page 18 of 24

Q/m = 12 C/kg - Focusing phase
Small particles (< 100 nm)

Simulation of 70 nm dust - IMEX
code (no heliosphere boundary yet).

Sterken, et al, 2012, A&A, 538, A102

IMEX-code 2020, Hunziker, Strub, Sterken

Focusing phase

(Lorentz force only)

Defocusing phase

Vdust
[kms-1]

Sterken, et al, 2012, A&A, 538, A102

Sterken, et al, 2012, A&A, 538, A102
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Interstellar dust dynamics
• Large dust (around and > 1 µm): 

- Pass through solar system
- Gravitationally dominated
- Could also come from other directions 

• Mid-sized to large dust (0.1 – 0.6 µm): 
- Reaching solar system depends on size, composition, structure, and phase in solar cycle 
- Solar gravitation + solar radiation pressure + Lorentz force

• Small dust (30 – 100 nm): 
- Reaching solar system not possible or depends on solar cycle
- Lorentz force dominated

• Nanodust (2 – 30 nm): 
- Not able to enter the heliosphere
- Might pile-up at boundary 

Interstellar Probe Study Webinar Series
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Ulysses data
• Ulysses: 16 years of observations

• Either first half, or second half of 
data +/- understood

• Shift in dust flow direction 2005

Krüger et al. 2015, ApJ, 812, 2, id. 139
Strub et al. 2015, ApJ, 812, 2, id. 140
Sterken et al. 2015, ApJ, 812, 2, id. 141

Credits: ESA

Sterken, et al, 2015, ApJ, 812:141
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Interstellar dust modelling

Time-variable filtering in solar 
system

Time-variable filtering at 
heliosphere boundary

Heliosheath

ASTRODUST
https://phys.astrodust.ethz.ch

Credit: NASA/Goddard/Walt Feimer

Opher, et al. 2015, ApJ

Izmodenov, et al. Dialynas, et al. 2017, Science

NASA/JPL-Caltech 
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Ulysses size distribution

Mass distribution

Ulysses data

Number density distribution

MRN-distribution
(Mathis, Rumpl, Nordsieck, 1977)

?

?

Ulysses data

?

Sterken, et al, 2015, ApJ, 812:141
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Science questions
- Why did we measure big ISD particles? What is their 

composition? How does this comply with cosmic abundances? 
What is the gas-to-dust mass ratio in the interstellar medium?

- How do mid-sized particle dynamics depend on the heliosphere? 
What can we learn about the dynamic heliosphere structure 
using these measurements?

- How much are nanodust particles filtered (time-dependent, or 
permanent), how to they affect the plasma physics? (e.g. why is the 
heliosheath so thin?). How does solar system (nano-)dust affect 
heliosphere, where is it? 

- What is the composition of these ISD nanodust particles? What 
are the carbon-nanodust species made of?

- What is the particle morphology/density for small and big? 

Number density distribution

MRN-distribution
(Mathis, Rumpl, Nordsieck, 1977)

?

?

Ulysses data

?

SYNERGIES BETWEEN HELIOSPHERE AND DUST SCIENCE

SCIENTIFIC FINDINGS ALSO RELEVANT FOR ASTROSPHERE AND PLASMA SCIENCE
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Mission aspects 

• Instrument selection: as function of science questions (small / mid-size / big ISD)
• Spinning ↔ 3-axis
• Trajectory: Ecliptic plane ↔ North / South 
• Nose-direction ↔ Tail direction ↔ Sideways (perpendicular to ISD flow, Ecl. long. 0°)
• Launch year

Solar MIN Solar MIN

2034?

2038

2031? 2034? 2038? 2042?

VISD

Solar MIN

Solar MIN

Solar MAX

1987

1990 2000 2014

2009 2031?

1997 2020

2024?

2042?

Focusing

Defocusing
Interstellar Probe Study Webinar Series
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Interstellar probe: a golden opportunity for compelling 
interstellar dust research ! 

And it offers synergies with heliosphere, plasma and astrophysics research
• Small ISD cannot enter the heliosphere ⇒ unexplored territory !

• Nano-dust species? ⇒ ground truth information, complementary to astronomy

• Spatial variability? Local dust research (in situ) ⇔ over long distances (astronomy)

• Pile-up near heliopause? 

• Where does solar system (nano-)dust reside?

• Plasma physics affected? Structure of heliosphere affected?

• Small ISD – orders of magnitude more than big ISD ⇒ good detection rates

• ISP is fast ⇒ high ISD flux + increased sensitivity ⇒ good detection rates & composition

• Vrel ~ 60 km s-1 if we fly nose-wards

• Dust detections down to 10 nm in size

• ISP covers 1 solar cycle on its way out ⇒ dust-dynamics – heliosphere coupling
• Help constrain dust properties + heliosphere models (interdisciplinary research)

• Especially in the heliosheath, unexplored dust terrain

MRN-distribution

?

?
Ulyses data

?

ISP
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Thank you

This presentation is part of a project that receives funding from the European 
Union's Horizon 2020 research and innovation programme under grant 
agreement N°851544  

Interstellar probe is a golden
opportunity for compelling interstellar 

dust research, and for synergies 
between heliosphere and dust science! 
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Question and 
Answer Session
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